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Introduction
Since 1950, it is estimated that only 9% of global plastic
waste has been recycled. If not collected and managed
properly, plastics will contaminate waterways and natural
environments for centuries to come.

A recent breakthrough in technology known as Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has great potential in waste management
efforts. By developing an efficient AI waste sorting system,
waste management efforts can be improved, and plastic
pollution can be mitigated.

Methodology

Results

Effective AI waste sorting requires:

AI sorters utilize optics to encode sensory data. Based on physical
features, the AI identifies targeted products through image-matching and
retrieves them via robotic arm. However, poor sensory input information
makes it difficult for the AI to identify and recover recyclable materials. To
ensure maximum AI performance, pre-sorting is required.
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Conclusion
The main benefits of this optimized AI waste sorting include:

Future Steps

Figure 1. Plastic waste management in the U.S.

Above are models of an optimized 5-stage setup for AI waste sorting systems. In stage
1, waste passes through manual pre-sorting in which workers pick off large items and
film plastics. In stage 2, waste is run through disc screens where organics and fines are
filtered out. In stage 3, a magnetic drum separates out ferrous metals. In stage 4, an
eddy current separates out non-ferrous metals. In stage 5, remaining waste is sent to
the AI optical sorter where reusable plastics are recovered.

Figure 2. Pre-sorter Figure 3. Disc Screen Figure 4. Magnet Drum

Figure 5. Eddy Current Figure 6. AI Optical Sorter

Figure 7. MachineX’s AI sorter

Literature Review

Interview with MachineX

3D Modeling

.Accuracy
• up to 95% targeted product recovery

.Efficiency
• twice as fast as manual sorting (70 vs 30 ppm)

.Longevity
• AI learns and improves, easily maintainable

Affordability
• $100k price, reduces annual labor expenses

The next big step for waste 
management is widespread 
adoption of AI waste sorting. 
Companies like MachineX
should continue to improve 
and market their AI sorters, 
and material recovery 
facilities (MRFs) should begin 
to integrate AI waste sorting 
technology into their facilities.
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